In this study we tested the effect of individual differences in dispositional optimism and pessimism on target detection. Following proximal task dimensions set out by the Model of Maximal Adaptability, three tasks were employed in the current study, varying in their spatial and temporal emphasis. Performance as measured by self report of stress was examined in light of individual differences in attentional narrowing across the three task levels. Prior research indicates that optimism predicts increased Task-Engagement, but in this study there was a novel finding that higher levels of optimism predicted decreased Task-Engagement in spatial-dominant tasks. Optimism was also found to predict increased levels of post-task Worry in temporal-dominant tasks. However, expected relations between pessimism as post-task stress state were not observed. Although the results of the current study did not confirm the hypotheses regarding joint resource capacities for spatial and temporal task components, results did indicate that dispositional optimism does impact Task-Engagement, signifying a need for further research on the relation between this trait and participant stress. The results extend prior findings that the relationship between these traits and stress states may depend on the psychophysical characteristics of the target detection task employed.
INTRODUCTION
The operation of modern complex systems induces considerable stress in operators, who must then devote cognitive and physical resources to adapt to the stressor and maintain adequate performance levels. Design of systems that mitigate these effects require development of theoretical models articulating the mechanism of stress effects. Toward that end, Hancock and Warm (1989) described a dynamic model of stress and performance that explicitly recognized that tasks themselves represent a major proximal source of stress for operators. They further identified two task dimensions that influence adaptive processes and performance: 1) information structure, a spatial characteristic; and 2) information rate, a temporal characteristic. One possible mechanism by which stress impacts performance is via distortion of perceptions along these two dimensions, often manifested as attentional narrowing (Easterbrook, 1959) . Evidence for the narrowing of attention under stress has, on the spatial dimension, been experimentally validated (e.g., see Cornsweet, 1969; Dirkin & Hancock, 1984) . It has recently been proposed that the distortion of time perception results from the same mechanism as narrowing of spatial perception, and that therefore a joint distortion of spatial and temporal stimuli, as a result of declines in a common resource capacity for these dimensions, reflects a general effect of stress on perception of space-time (Hancock and Weaver, in press; Hancock, Szalma, & Weaver, 2002) .
Recent evidence indicates that the stress experienced by participants is influenced by the observer's dispositional pessimism and optimism (Szalma, 2002; Thropp, Szalma, Ross, & Hancock, 2003) . In addition, Thropp and her colleagues reported that these effects depend on the spatial and temporal properties of the task. The current study was designed to explore these effects by determining the effect of conjunctions of spatial and temporal discriminations and dispositional pessimism and optimism on detection performance and self reports of stress.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD Experimental Participants
Twenty-three female and twenty-three male undergraduates participated in this experiment (N=46). They ranged in age from 18 to 36 years old, with a mean age of 23.3 years (SD=4.2). All participants experienced each of the three tasks and were assigned at random to one of the six possible task order conditions. The order in which the tasks were completed was counterbalanced across participants to control for potential order effects.
Experimental Tasks
The three tasks which were employed in the present study were each seven minutes in duration. In each task, participants were required to discriminate a vertical line that varied along two of three dimensions: spatial (line length), temporal (stimulus duration), and luminance. Note that the number of features in each conjunction search was constant across the three tasks. Lines were presented on a background mask of 0.4mm diameter white circles on a black background (See Figure 1) . The luminance of the white circles was 142.17 cd/m 2 and that of the black background was 0.95 cd/m 2 . Ambient illumination in the room was 0.33 cd/m 2 . The mask was adapted from one employed previously in a study by Temple, Warm, Dember, Jones, LaGrange, and Matthews (2000) . The tasks differed according to spatial and temporal properties of target detection. The 'spatial-dominant' task required observers to detect a line of higher luminance and shorter length (3.3cm by 0.1cm). Non-targets were presentations of the line of longer length (3.5cm by 0.1cm) and higher luminance, or a lower luminance line of either length. Thus, the spatial-dominant task presented observers with a spatial discrimination regarding line length, while temporal properties were held constant. All stimuli appeared for 200ms. The 'temporal-dominant' task required a temporal discrimination instead of a spatial discrimination, and observers were required to report when they observed a line of higher luminance and shorter duration (165ms). Non-targets were presentations of a higher luminance line of longer duration (200ms), or a lower luminance line of either duration. In this condition, however, there was no spatial discrimination; stimuli were all lines of the longer length (3.5cm by 0.1cm). In the third task ('combined'), the temporal discrimination was combined with spatial discrimination. Thus, observers were required to detect a line of the shorter duration (165ms) and shorter length (3.3cm by 0.1cm). In this task luminance was held constant. Note that luminance was varied in the 'spatial-dominant' and 'temporal-dominant' tasks in order to maintain the same number of discrimination conjunctions across the three tasks.
The stimulus presentation rate was twenty-four events per minute with six signals per minute (signal probability=25%). The order of stimulus presentation was randomized for each participant. For each task, participants responded to a signal by pressing the spacebar key on the keyboard. Correct responses occurring within 2.5 seconds of the onset of a signal were recorded as Correct Detection while all other responses were recorded as False Alarms.
Questionnaires
Self-reports of stress were measured using the Dundee Stress State Questionnaire (DSSQ) a multidimensional instrument for assessing transient states associated with mood, arousal, and fatigue (Matthews et al., 2002 ; see also Matthews et al., 1999) . The DSSQ is composed of eleven scales reflecting the observer's cognitive and emotional states. These include: Tense Arousal, Hedonic Tone, and Confidence and Control, reflecting the individual's degree of Distress; Energetic Arousal, Concentration, and two kinds of Motivation (Intrinsic and Success) which indicate the individual's degree of Task-Engagement; and Self-Esteem, SelfFocused Attention, and two forms of Cognitive Interference (Task-Irrelevant and Task-Related) which reflect the individual's degree of Worry.
Pessimism and optimism were measured using the Optimism/Pessimism Inventory (OPI; Dember, Martin, Hummer, Howe, & Melton, 1989; Dember, 200) , a measure which treats these two traits as partially independent dimensions and provides separate scores for pessimism and optimism (See Hummer, Dember, Melton, & Schefft, 1992) .
Experimental Procedure
Participants were instructed to complete the OPI prior to receiving any instructions regarding the tasks. Following completion of the OPI, the instructions for the first task were read to participants who then completed the pre-DSSQ, after which they began the first task. Upon completion of each task, participants were administered the post-DSSQ.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Performance
Regression analysis was employed to examine the effects of pessimism and optimism on performance and stress for each task. Separate regressions were computed for optimism and pessimism. Consistent with previous findings (Szalma, 2002; Thropp, et al., 2003) , pessimism and optimism did not significantly impact overall performance, as measured by the proportion of Correct Detections and False Alarms (p>.05).
Self-Reported Pre-Task Stress State
Regression analysis on pre-task stress state scores results as a function of pessimism and optimism are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . The results confirm prior research showing that pessimism predicted higher Distress and lower Task-Engagement and that optimism predicted lower Distress and higher Task-Engagement prior to task performance. Also consistent with the findings of Szalma (2002) was that neither trait was related to pre-task Worry. 
Self-Reported Post-Task Stress State
Pessimism. Results of regression analyses of each post-task stress state score for distress as a function of pessimism are shown in Table 3 , analyses for post-task Worry and Task-Engagement were not significant (p>.05). However, contrary to the findings of Thropp et al. (2003) , pessimism did not significantly impact stress state for any of the tasks in this study after pre-task state was taken into account. Hence, the spatial task-specific effects observed by Thropp et al. (2003) , in which pessimism influenced Task-Engagement only in tasks with spatial uncertainty, did not extend to a case in which spatial discrimination is considered rather than spatial uncertainty. Optimism. For optimism, two sets of regressions were calculated: one in which pre-state was excluded from analysis and one in which pre-state was included in analysis. This was done so that the regressions could be compared to determine whether the influence of traits on post-task stress was mediated by pre-task state. Optimism significantly predicted increased post-task TaskEngagement in the temporal task (b=.04, SE b =.02, β=.30, p<.05), Distress across two of the three task dimensions (See Table 4 ), and Worry in the temporal dimension (b=.05, SE b =.02, β=.31, p<.05). However, with the exception of a trend toward significance with Optimism predicting Worry in the temporal-dominant task (b=.03, SE b =.02, β=.21, p=.067), these regressions were not significant when the corresponding pre-task stress state was entered first into the regression equation. In analyzing results after pre-task state was accounted for in the model, optimism was found to significantly predict decreased F(2, 43)=11.69, p<.001, R 2 =.35, ∆R 2 optimism =.08, but this main effect was restricted to the spatial-dominant task. Optimism did not significantly predict post-task Task-Engagement in the temporal-dominant or the combined tasks. Note that task was a within-subjects variable, so the individuals who reported decreased engagement after the spatial-dominant task did not report a similar change after the temporaldominant task. In addition, preliminary analyses indicated that task order did not significantly impact post-task TaskEngagement.
DISCUSSION
Although the results of the current study did not confirm the hypotheses regarding joint resource capacities for spatial and temporal task components, results indicate that while pessimism predicted post-task Distress and optimism predicted decreased post-task Distress, this effect was non-significant when the pre-task stress state was entered first into the regression. Thus, as in the study by Szalma (2002) , pessimism and optimism exert their effects on task-induced mood primarily by influencing the affective state of the individual prior to task performance.
After accounting for pre-task state, it emerged that dispositional optimism does impact one dimension of stress (Task-Engagement). However, as observed in previous research, the effects of this variable were taskdependent and emerged only when the pre-state was accounted for in the model. Further, the direction of the effect was unexpected, since in previous experiments increased optimism predicted increased post-task TaskEngagement rather than the novel finding of increased optimism predicting decreased post-task TaskEngagement observed herein (Szalma, 2002; Thropp, et. al., 2003) . This effect was not a general one since it was restricted to the spatial task (recall that in this experiment task was a within subject variable). These results confirm the dominance of spatial characteristics observed by Thropp et al. (2003) , suggesting that the spatial dimension may be more salient than the temporal dimension. Future research will investigate the degree to which the apparent dominance of spatial characteristics over temporal characteristics generalizes to other task domains. In addition, further research is needed to determine what aspects of a spatial task induces decreased TaskEngagement among individuals high in optimism, and why this effect emerges only after the pre-state is accounted for in the regression model.
